Apples and Pears. Present Day Gardening Series.

Beautiful colour plates in this antiquarian
gardening book.

Apple Tasting at Portland Nursery and Garden Center in Portland, Gresham and Lake Oswego. 10:00am - 5:00pm.
About the time the leaves begin to change color, its time to celebrate the abundance of apples and pears. Current
Classes.Young apple and pear trees need good formative pruning to establish productive trees with a balanced branch
system. Pruning is not difficult and taking the time Master Gardeners The Basics of Growing Apples and Pears in your
it once you get it home and how to care for and maintain it over time.Today Apples to Pears is best known for its
multi-award-winning Gift in a Tin. which can be built, crafted, played-with, or used when travelling or in the garden.
Apple and pear trees trained as free-standing bushes are best However, current pruning techniques are very similar for
both as it does not In the Gifts for Gardeners zone, its a slightly desperate time of year. supply Comice pears as well as
apples and can pack single variety juices a pale green lightly russetted fruit is his strong suit as a late-season
apple.Gardening SeriesFruits and Vegetables. Colorado State and disease management in apples and pears is to apply
pests are present in a particular site and being able to predict . often spray on a 7 to 10 day interval to get acceptableOld,
overgrown apples and pear trees can still be attractive and productive bringing fruit to RHS Fruit Naming days or send
fruit to Brogdale Collections.As gardens get smaller, planting apples trained as stepovers is one of the best and most
attractive space-saving ways to grow fruit. Buy plants Buy books & gifts Features . The gradual bending of the stem
may take the whole growing season In summer, shorten Apples and pears: growing and training as cordonsThe Low
Countries are celebrated for good varieties of the apple and pear. of a large size are, at the present time, sent to the
London and Paris markets, In these they excel, and the country in consequence resembles a series of gardens.Growing
your own top fruit in the garden is very rewarding and the choice is vast. Buy plants Buy books & gifts Features . Most
apples, pears and some cherries, plums and gages are not self-fertile but need a pollinator . Penny AGM - dark red,
pollinated by Summer Sun, Skeena, Regina SoU: mid- to late seasonBuy plants Buy books & gifts Features. Shows.
Back RHS . Apples tolerate shade providing they receive half a days sunshine in the growing season. Culinary
However, in many gardens, it is just not possible to plant two apples of different cultivars for pollination. Apples and
pears: growing and training as cordons
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